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ANIMAL CROSSING™[PRO]

CRONUS ZEN™
GAMEPACK OVERVIEW
The Cronus Zen™ Animal Crossing™[PRO] Game Pack will assist you with your every
day-to-day life on the wondrous island paradise of Animal Crossing™: New
Horizons. With MODS that help you with fishing, running, picking up items, and
more; your island experience will be greatly streamlined!

PRO CONTROLLER WIRED COMMUNICATION: ON
For the Animal Crossing™ MODS to function correctly, it is extremely important to
set “Pro Controller Wired Communication: On” in your Nintendo Switch™ System
Settings, under Controllers and Sensors.
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CONTROLLER CONVERSION TABLE
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RESET BUTTON MAPPING
If they have been altered, it is important to RESET your Button Mappings from
the “Change Button Mapping” menu in your Nintendo Switch™ System
Settings, under Controllers and Sensors.
Reset Button Mapping ★ Animal Crossing [PRO] ★ Cronus Zen

- https://youtu.be/OL_3G8zY0y8

1. Navigate to System Settings and Controllers and Sensors.
2. Navigate to Change Button Mapping.

3. Select the Cronus Zen™ controller (it will show up as “Pro Controller”),
select Reset, press OK and confirm. Reset and Save Mapping should be
greyed out before you leave.
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ENTER MENU MODE (MOD ACTIVATION)
You will be using the Menu Mode to toggle each of the MODS.

• HOLD
(XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) until you feel a rumble and the OLED
display changes to the Menu Mode.

• While in Menu Mode, TAPPING various buttons will toggle different MODS.
This will be covered in each MOD section.

• You will feel a heavy rumble when toggling ON MODS, and a light rumble
when toggling them OFF. This status is also displayed on the OLED.

• TAP

to exit Menu Mode.
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ANALOG STICK DEADZONE
Some controllers have Analog Stick Drift causing issues during gameplay.
Analog Stick Deadzone ★ Animal Crossing [PRO] ★ Cronus Zen

- https://youtu.be/pMC-82qRp6M

Here are a couple of examples of this issue taking place:
• Your cursor in the Island Map drifts.
• Your character starts moving on their own, usually in one direction.
• Etc.
If you are experiencing any of the issues above, or something similar, you can use
the Analog Stick Deadzone MOD to improve your analog sticks.

STEP 1: Enter MENU MODE. (HOLD
(XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) until you feel a
rumble and the OLED display changes to the Menu Mode.

STEP 2: TAP
(XB: MENU / PS: OPTIONS) to toggle the Analog Stick Deadzone
MOD. You will feel a heavy rumble for ON and a light rumble for OFF. This status
is also displayed on the OLED.

TAP

to exit Menu Mode.

You will still be able to make small movements, for example walking slowly to
avoid scaring away bugs, but it will take more movement on the left analog stick.
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EASY FISHING
When the Easy Fishing MOD is active, after you cast your rod, it will
automatically catch the fish for you when you get a bite.
Easy Fishing ★ Animal Crossing [PRO] ★ Cronus Zen

- https://youtu.be/m5TbRXmiPic

Make sure that your Controller Vibration is ON.

STEP 1: Enter MENU MODE. (HOLD
(XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) until you feel a
rumble and the OLED display changes to the Menu Mode.
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STEP 2: TAP
(XB: LB / PS: L1) to toggle the Easy Fishing MOD. You will feel a
heavy rumble for ON and a light rumble for OFF. This status is also displayed on
the OLED. TAP

to exit Menu Mode.

STEP 3: Begin fishing, and the MOD will automatically catch the fish for you!
• The OLED will respond in real time to you catching a fish!

o There are 5 possible items to be found on the OLED.
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EASY NET
When the Easy Net MOD is active, accessing and pulling up the net for use will
be much more convenient.
Easy Net ★ Animal Crossing [PRO] ★ Cronus Zen

- https://youtu.be/C7O3HBINNjs

STEP 1: Enter MENU MODE. (HOLD
(XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) until you feel a
rumble and the OLED display changes to the Menu Mode.
STEP 2: TAP
(XB: RB / PS: R1) to toggle the Easy Net MOD. You will feel a
heavy rumble for ON and a light rumble for OFF.
This status is also displayed on the OLED.

TAP

to exit Menu Mode.
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STEP 3: HOLD

(XB: LS / PS: L3) to open your inventory wheel.

• While HOLDING
then let go of

, select your net using the left or right analog stick,
.

• The OLED will display where the

STEP 4: Now whenever you PRESS
net.
• You can also PRESS or HOLD
inventory wheel.

net location is saved.

, the MOD will automatically select the

(XB: RS / PS: R3) to quickly open your

• Once the wheel opens up, you can select items using either the left or right
analog sticks.

• The item will be selected once you have chosen an item and you are no
longer holding

.
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EASY TURBO / HOLD
The Easy Turbo / Hold MOD allows you to select one of three options for each
face button, to assist with various gameplay actions…
Easy Turbo / Hold ★ Animal Crossing [PRO] ★ Cronus Zen

- https://youtu.be/VFPBcQjBdt8

STEP 1: Enter MENU MODE. (HOLD
(XB: VIEW / PS: SHARE) until you feel a
rumble and the OLED display changes to the Menu Mode.

STEP 2: Cycle through the three Turbo MODS on any of the four face buttons
,
,
or
. One heavy rumble is Turbo, two rumbles is Hold, three
rumbles is Constant Turbo, and a light rumble is back to normal.
• "Turbo" will cause the face button to be rapidly pressed while you are
holding it.
o This is especially useful for picking up weeds and fruit (Turbo Y) or
mining out rocks (Turbo A).
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• "Hold" will cause the face button to be held while the button is released.
o This is useful for actions such as speeding up text and automatically
running (Hold B).

• "Constant Turbo" will be constantly and rapidly pressing the face button
while the button is released.
o This is useful for wishing on shooting stars (Constant Turbo A).

• TAP

to exit Menu Mode. As you are using this MOD, you will see
which buttons are being pressed on the OLED.
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VIDEO PLAYLIST
Cronus Zen - Animal Crossing [PRO] Playlist https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLW21qDBtC-6S5Y2HpPdiSs7hMbguUzZ9j

Reset Button Mapping ★ Animal Crossing [PRO] ★ Cronus Zen

- https://youtu.be/OL_3G8zY0y8

Analog Stick Deadzone ★ Animal Crossing [PRO] ★ Cronus Zen

- https://youtu.be/pMC-82qRp6M

Easy Fishing ★ Animal Crossing [PRO] ★ Cronus Zen

Easy Net ★ Animal Crossing [PRO] ★ Cronus Zen

- https://youtu.be/m5TbRXmiPic

- https://youtu.be/C7O3HBINNjs

Easy Turbo / Hold ★ Animal Crossing [PRO] ★ Cronus Zen

- https://youtu.be/VFPBcQjBdt8

